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CUMULATIVE PROGRESS REPORT 
At the present time, a general study of guidance methods for the low- 
thrust space vehicle is being conducted by members of the Astrodynamics 
Research Laboratory a t  The University of Texas a t  Austin. The investigatinn 
was initiated in February, 1964, under a giant from the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NsG-551). The study was continued under Grant 
NGR 44-032-008 and was approved for s t ep  funding on July 1 7 ,  1969. This 
study has a s  i ts  objective the evaluation anti comparison of existing guidance 
methods, and the development, where necessary, of new methods for guiding 
a low-thrust space vehicle on an  interplanetary mission. This is a cumulative 
report of the results of this study from its ince2iion through December 1969. 
In the first year of the study, the major emphasis was directed toward 
the evaluation of the performance of optimal deterministic control schemes 
based on the first variation of the -,laculus r;i variations. Members of the 
family of control schemes based on the gradient method of trajectory optini- 
zation were compared. Several new developments were mede in order to make 
this family of methods more adaptable to tht: space guidance problem. A more 
detaile.! summary of this work is given in Appendix A and is reported in  full in 
Reference (1). Further aspects of this study are reported in  References (2) 
and (3). In subsequent studies,  the performance of guidance techniques 
based on the second variation has  been compared with first order methods. 
The present compasison is being conducted for a series of optimal low-thrust 
Earth-Mars transfer missions. 
The extension of the study into the area of higher order guidance 
schemes based oa the second variation necessitated several new developments. 
First, before a guidance study can be initiated, a second order nominal tra- 
jectory is required. Furthermore, the general nature of space missions ne - 
cessitated the inclgsion of effects of inequality constr;' ts  in the determina- 
tion of the second order nominal trajectory. Numerical optimization methods 
to comply with these requirements were developed. A surimary of this work 
is given in Appendix B and is reported fully in Reference (4). Further aspects 
of the study are reported in Reference ( 5 )  through (8 ) .  
The problem of determining optimal low-thrust interplanetary trajec- 
tories for use ic the guidance studies was found to be of sufficisnt difficulty 
to wanrant further study. A summary of the techniques developed for this pur- 
pose is given in Appendix B. The methods were used to develop a series of 
optimal low-thrust Earth-Jupiter trajectories. The launch dates for these tra- 
jectories cover a three-year period from 1983 through 1985. It was found that 
the initial guesses of the Lagrange multipliers, which are generally very hard 
to determine, exhibit a recurrent type of behavior. It is anticipated that this 
characteristic can be used to facilitate the determination of optimal inter- 
planetary reference trajectories. Further study of this topic is underway. The 
results of ?he previous study are summarlzed in Appendix C and are reported 
in full in Reference (9). Further aspects of this study are reported in Refer- 
ence (10) and in Reference (17). 
During the early phases of the study of numerical optimization methods, 
several difficulties associated with the linearization procedure were encoun- 
tered. It was discovered that serious numerical problems are encountered 
wherever the state deviations grow sufficiently large. In this situation, the 
linearization procedure in which nigher order terms in the Taylor's series ex- 
pansion are neglected i s  not justified. However, in order to enforce linear- 
ity restrictions, constraints on the magnitude of the state deviation vector 
can be handled by methods developed in Reference (4). 
Duing the past year, the programs for the minimum time low-thrust 
Earth-Jupiter missions have been modified to produce prototype Earth-Jupiter 
trajectories which minimized a linear combination of the mission time and 
the fuel consumed. Coasting arcs were allow63 on these trajectories. A 
uniquc approach to optimization of thc coasting arc was discovered. The 
study in which these results were obtainec! is outlined in Appendix H and are 
discussed in detail in References (1 5) and (18). A: present, the apglicatiws 
of this method to guidance along low-thrust trajectortes containing coast- 
arcs is being examined. Low-thrust Earth-Mars trajectories on whfch coast- 
arcs occur are being used instead of Earth-Jupiter trajectories in order to 
economize in carrying out the computational processes. 
A s  an outgrowth of the Earth-Jupiter studies, a nonline-r real-time 
guidance method based on reoptimization of the nonlinear two-point bound- 
ary value problem has been implemented. Two used are being made of the 
nonlinear guidance results. First, an evaluation of the reoptimization con- 
cept as  a guidance method is being carried out, and second, the reoptimized 
guidance solutions, which are optimal, are being used ss a reference solu- 
tion against which the results of the guidance methods based on linearization 
can be compared. 
The comparison of optimal deterministic guidance methods to each 
other and to the ,:onlinear guidance scheme for low-thrust interplanetary ve- 
hicles is being continued. Criteria by which such guidance methods should 
be compared have been developed and the comparisons are carently under 
way. The compsrisons are being carried out a s  follows: 
1. An optima! reference (nominal) trajectory for some prototype mie- 
sion is generated. Then state perturbation vectors at various points along 
the nominal trajectory are introduced and the trajectory is reoptimized from 
each point at wnich a state perturbation vector was introduced. This results 
in a series of reoptimized trajectories which take into account known state 
perturbations - - i. e. , this is  the nonlinear guidance scheme. The renpti- 
mized trajectories are the best which can be obtained considering the given 
state perturbations. These trajectories form the standards by which all ap- 
proxinate guidance schemes are measured. Both state and control histories 
are generated along each reoptimized trajectory. 
2 ,  Each approximate gddance scheme to be tested is used to gene+ 
ate control and state deviation histories (referenced to the optimal nominal 
trajectory) starting with each of the chosen state perturbation -lectors. State 
and control deviation histories are added to the optimal nminal traj~ctory 
state and control histories and these results are compared to the state and 
control histories along the corresponding reoptimized trajectory. 
3. The degree to which the linearization affects the state deviation 
computation is checked. This is done by numerically integrating the non- 
linear equations of motion for the vehicle starting with a known state per- 
turbation vectar and using a control history made up of the optimal nominal 
control history plus the control deviation history produced by the guidance 
method under study. This produces a state history (R) which is the actual 
trajectory which would be flown by the vehicle if the control deviations pre- 
dicted by the guidance method under study were implemented. Then, state 
histcry (R) is  compared to (1) the reoptimized state history, and to (2) the 
state history predicted by the guidance method. The agreement betweer! 
state history (R) and the state history from the reoptimized trajectory is a 
measure of the quality of the guidance method under study. The agreement 
between state history (R) and the state histary preiicted by the guidance 
method is a measure cf the effects of the linearization (or approximation pro- 
cesses on the state prediction computations. 
4. It must be realized that all control deviations cannot be imple- 
mented. For example, if very small changes in thrusting angles are called 
for, it may be impossible to carry them out. Thus, other trajectories can be 
calculated starting with a given state perturbation along which contrd devi- 
ations are imalemented mly if they are large enough to be implemented (i. e., 
6 u 6 u . This produces a series of histories (S) which can be com- min. 
pared to all of the previously computed state histories. These final state 
histories are the paths that one might expect the vehicle to actually fly if 
the computed control deviations were implemented. Presently, various guid- 
ance schemes are being compared as  explained above. 
In all of the early numerical studies carried out under this grant, there 
haw betn occasioirs wnen each of the numerical. methods fail to converge for 
unknown reaso:ls. In  an effort to better understand the behavior of the guid- 
ance procedures, a detailed study of the pathological structure of the guid- 
ance and 0l;tirnization procedures was initiated to determine the conditions 
under which the methods can fail because of numerical problems, incorrect 
implementation, or incomct problem formulation. An inquiry into this urob- 
lem was macte. For the numerical methods based on perturbation t:rpe tech- 
niques, it was found that the presence of a conjugate point in  the optimal 
reference trajectory can cause the majority of ?he numerical problems en- 
countered. This wxk i s  summarized in A2padix D and is fully reported in  
Reference (1 1). 
The problem of numerically computing optimal reference tra jectoties 
and the asscciated guidance programs for space vehicles has also been 
studied from another point of view. Many algorithms are now available for 
computing these trajectories, each having cmtai~i advantages and disadvan- 
tages. However, ;lo matter which alqorithm is ~ a e d ,  an appropriate coordi- 
nat, system must be chcsen to describe the physical problem. The fonn of 
the differential equations which govern the motion of the space vehicle de- 
pends on this choice cf coordinate system. Hence, the choice of a coordi- 
nate system can either simplify or complicate the analytic and numericalwork 
involved in a given optimization problem. 
A study was made to determine which of two commonly used coordi- 
nate systems is most appropriate for the numerical computation of optimal 
low-tbrusi trajectories hy sti~dying a specific, representative, example prob- 
lem. The problem considered was that of a law-thrust escape spiral. This 
problem was  chosen becavme numerical solutions to this  problem are among 
the most difficult of all low-thrust trajectories to calculate. The two caor- 
dillate systems investigated were a modified set of the classical orbital ele- 
ments and plane polar coordinates. It was anticipated that orbital elements 
might comprise a preferable set of coordinates in which to conduct the con- 
putation for this problem because they change so slowly. However, the re- 
suits  of the study indicate that polar coordinates were somewhat better thc > 
orbital elements for this problem. A more detailed summary of this xork is 
given in Appendix E and the complete study i s  reported fully in Reference (12). 
In a second study of this topic, the effects of the coordinate system 
on the nunerlcal integration error for systems dominated by two-body effects 
were studied. Five different coordinate systems were compared (Rectangular 
Cartesian, Circular Cylindrical, Spherical. Fblgir, and two forms of Elliptical 
.I 
Cylindrical coordinaies). It was  found that numerical errors grow more slow- 
ly in Elliptical Cylindrical coordinates than in the other coordinates. This 
study is summari.zed in Appendix F and i s  reported fully in References (13) 
and (16). 
Finally, a major effort was  directed toward examing the optimal sto- 
chastic control problem. S!nce it is anticipated that any useful design will 
require that the noise tn the low-thrust engine be small, the assumption of 
small Raise has  been used in the study. However, departing from the con- 
ventional assumption of most contemporary studies, the engine noise was  
assumed to be correiateci in time. I t  is believed that auto-correlated noise 
is a more accurate model for the noise in the low-thrust engine than the 
"white-noise" model commonl~  azsumed. A study of the effects of such 
noise on the optimal deterministic trajectcry was  made. The effects of the 
noise on the trajectory for simulated study of a low-thrust spaze vehicle on 
a ninimum-time Earth-to-Mars transfer trajectory, indicate the necessityfor 
developing an optimal stochastic cosltrol. The control procedure developed 
in the subsequcnt study s; a non-random function of time and is based on 
a priori knowlecige of the noise process. A stozhastic calcuius of variations 
- 
approach was employed to determine an  optimal control procedure for the 
stochastic system. The behavior of the control prrxedure during a numeric61 
study of a simulated interplanetary mission was determined. The results of 
the numerical study indicated the necessity for modifying the procedure to 
obtain a scheme which will correct the control program on the basis  of ob- 
servational information gained during the controliing interval. The modified 
scheme has been applied to  the interplanetary transfer problen for the case 
where range rate observations were available during the transfer period. The 
results of these  studies are summarized In Appendix G and are reported in 
Reference (1 4). 
Summary of Progress for February 1 , 1968 - July 3 1 , 1968 
During the period from February 1 , 19 68 through July 3 1 , ! 968, the 
following specific p~oblems have been studied : 
1.. The gecent ion of a ser ies  of low-thrust nuclear-electric 
interplanetary trajectories has been carried out (see Appen- 
dix C). This series of trajectories provides the basis for 
the development of a nonlinear guidance procedure based on 
the reoptimization of the nonlinear two-point boundary- 
value trajectory problem. A comparison of this rguidaw,e 
method with linearized methods based on the use of pe- 
cor.puted data has  been initiated. 
2 .  The low-thrust reference trajectory genezicion compu?er pro- 
grzr;, prepared during a p r w i a s  effort supported by this 
grant, is I i~k-;r3 by the study of guidance maneuvers i n  a 
small region around a minimum time nuclear-electric powered 
intzrplantrary tr3 jectory. Durinq the reporting period, the 
b a c k  Low-thrust reference trajectory generation computer 
program ;*;as modified to allow generation of minimum fi.?,: 
nuclear-electric powered reference trajectories containin$ 
coast  periods. The modified program can be used to  generate 
nodinear guidance informat:.on for the m i n i ~ u m  fuel wclear -  
electric trajectories just a s  the unmcdified program produced 
nonlinear gulciance infornation for the corresponding minim urn 
t i m e  trajectories . 
3. In order t o  be useful, a guidance method milst be able to 
correct state errors which can be sensed. If a particular 
guidance method can  correct s ta te  errors up to a certain 
maximum s ize ,  and i f  errors of this rnaximum s i z e  are  too 
sna l i  to  be measured by exisring navigational equipment, 
h e n  the particulzr ~ u i d a n c e  method is useless.  This in- 
teraction between the navigation and guidence functions 
can2ot be ignored in the evaluation of low-thrust guidance 
methods. 
Hence, a general deep-space orbit determination computer 
p m r o m  has been written to determine the accuracies with 
which the state of a space-craft can  be determined using 
various combinations of sensors. The info-mation saner- 
ated by this study is expected t o  be of direct use  in es- 
tablishing realistic limits on tr?e orbit determination accu- 
racies required for the low-thrust guidance methods. 
In its presen- fonr.., the prognm can use various combina- 
tions of eartll-based and on-board sensors to determine the 
s ta te  of the low-thrust vehicle. Statistical estimates of 
the errors in the states resulting from the ilse of various 
sensor combinations are generated. These estimates are 
ewected  to pmvide the needed measure cf how iarge a 
s ta te  error must grow 5efore it can be sensed. Any guid- 
ance nethod which c=?rtr.tt correct r ~ a r s  as large a s  t h e  
smallest sensible error ,aust be modified or else it must be 
discarded. 
4. The study of the optimal control procedures for nonlinear 
stccna stic dynaldc systems described in Appendix G has  
been continued. i n  particular, an effort is being made to  
provide a more rigorous fcundation for several formal re- 
sults  presented in Reference (14). The theory d~-.-eloped 
will be used to  study the effects of ecgine noise and ran- 
dom measurement error on the deterministic low-thrust 
quidsnce procedws.  
Summary of Progress f r~ r  August 1, 1363 - January 31, 1969 
During the period from August 1,  1968 through January 31, 1969, the 
following s2ecific problems have been studied. 
1. The major effort in the period has  gone into the development of 
meaningful criteria for the comparison of guidance meAhods and 
ihs development of software to carry out these comparisons. 
The nonlineai reoptimizing guidarrce scheme produces a trajec- 
tory which is used as  ihe proof solution for a l l  other guidance 
schemes. Each guidance scheme to be tested is checked a- 
gainst the proof solution for precision, effect of linearization, 
s ta te  prediction accuracy, and whether the predicted t ra jec txy  
can actually be flown. Various guidance schemes, including 
extremal field cmtro l ,  lambda matrix control, two versions of 
time-to-go guidance, and a guidance method based dn the OF- 
timal sweep are being programmed a t  present. Preliminary data 
indicates that the criteria being devaloped for testing these 
~ a i d a n c e  methods will be fui te  useful, although the criteria 
are as yet unrefined. 
2. Research during this period was  devoted primarily to  the devel- 
opment and modification of computer programs for determining 
the accuracy in orbit determination required during a planetary 
encounter. A pra to ty~e  program, STEP I, was  written which 
allows earth based tracking of a planetary probe a s  well a s  
allowing the use of on-board sensors. It is expected that the 
capabilities of this program will he extended to  handle more 
than one earth based tracking station. Also, it is planned to  
modify the program s o  that i t  is able to handle vehicles in the 
Earth-Moon space a s  well a s  those on deep-space trajectories. 
3. In an effort to provide a more rigorous foundation for several 
formal results reported in a study of the optimal control tech- 
niqtles for nonlinear stochastic dymmics systems (Reference 
l 4 ) ,  necessary conditions for a stochastic extremum nave been 
deri-red. First, e stochastic calculus of variatiors was devel- 
oped, based upon stochastic fundamental lemmas an&lugous to 
the fundamental lernmae used in  the development of the deter- 
ministic calcu!us of variations. The necessary conditions de- 
rived are expressed as  stochastic differential equations iden- 
tical i n  form to the deterministic Euler-Lagrange equations. 
S ~ n m a r y  of Progrt. s s for February 1 , 1969 - July 3 1 , 1969 
During the period fron. I'ebruary 1 , 19 69 to July 2 1 ,  19 69 ,  the fol- 
lowing specific problems ha1.e been studied: 
1. The conversior, of programs for the minimum time low- tk ic t  
Earth-Jupiter mi s s~ons  to  a form which minimizes z: linear 
ccxbinarion of fuel and time has been compktcd.  Proto- 
type trajectorie:: have been produced and prsauction data 
runs hav? been completed. Coasting arcs are allowed on the 
trajectories produced. 4 unique approach to  optimization of 
the coasting arc has been developed. ~ h 6  study in which 
these results were obtained has been documented in Ref. 9. 
The applications of this method t o  widance along low-thrust 
trajectories containing coast- ,res is being examined. 
As an  outgrowth of the Earth- Jupiter studies,  nonlinear 
real-time guidance method based on reoptimization of thc 
nonlinear two-pa i~ t  boundary value pra5lem has  been devel- 
oped. The programs to inplenient the nonlinear guidance 
algorithms have been written and checked out. Two uses  
are being made of the nonlinear guidance results. First,  an  
evaluation of the rer~ptimization cmcep t  a s  a guidance 
m e t h d  is being carried a t ,  and second, the reoptimized 
guidance solutions ale being used a s  reference slslutions 
against which rhe resuits of the guidance methods based on 
linearization can be compared. 
2 .  Research during t h s  period was devoted primarily t o  the 
development of computer programs far the simulation of the 
orbit determination process during planetary encounter. An 
existing program, STEP I ,  was modified to  handle up to  
ten earth-based trsckir~g stations (STEP I would handle 
only one). This improved version of STEP I ,  designated 
7"EP 11, provided a capability for simulating the r3D pro- 
c e s s  for satell i tes of the earth and moon a s  well a s  the 
p!.anets. Another OD program which had bei2n abandoned 
d u ~ i n c  the effort to  complete STEP 1 was completed and 
checked out. This program, STEP XI:, solves for the- 
gravita~ional parameter of the planet and the astronomical 
unit (STEF I and STEP II solve for a bias in the planet's 
position: in addition to the s ta te  of the vehicle. Further 
improvenent of STEP I1 resulted in  the development of 
STEP IV. This program includes a subroutine which computes 
the covariance matrix of the state estimate projected onto 
the B - R - B - T targeting plane. The eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of the resulting covariance matrix are used 
t o  compute a piobability ell ipse associated with the current 
estimate of the state.  This capability provides a conven- 
ient geometric display of the es t ixated OD errors. 
3.  The necessary conditions for the stochastic maximum are 
given a s  stochastic differential equations which cannot be 
soived in an xdinax-y way. These necessary conditions 
have been applied tc, a regulator problem in wkich the s ta te  
equations and measurement equations are disturbed by 
additional white Gaussian noise processes. The resultmg 
stochastic differential equation is solved by a linear 
transformation and finally an optmal  stochastic control 
policy has keen obtained a s  a linear function of the best  
esrimates (which is a conditiana! expectation of the state 
variable given a11 informatim up  to  the present time). This 
result demonstrates the wel l  known separability of control 
and estimation in the linear case .  In general, the separa- 
bility does not hold for the nonlinear case.  The optimal 
control for a nonlinear system is anticipated to  be a func- 
tion of the conditional mean, variance and all  higher order 
moments. 
Summary of Progress for August 1 ,  1969 - January 15, 1970 
During the period from August 1 ,  :969 t o  January 15, 1970, the fol- 
lowing specific problems have been studied: 
1. The comparison of optimal deterministic guidance methods to 
each other and to  the nonlinear guidance scheme for low- 
t h s t  interplanetary vehicles has been continued. Criteria 
by which such guidance methods should be compared are 
being developed and the comparisons are currently being 
carried out. The comparisons are being carried out as fol- 
lows : 
1) An optimal reference (nominal) trajectory for a proto- 
type mission is generated. Then state perturbation 
vectors a t  specific points along the nominal trajectory 
are  introduced and the trajectory is reoptimized &om 
each point a t  which a s ta te  perturbation vector was 
introduced. This results i n  a series of reoptimized 
trajectories which take into account known s ta te  per- 
tubations, i. e. , this is the nonlinear guidance scheme. 
The reoptimized trajectories are the best which can be 
obtained from the perturbed s ta tes .  These trajectories 
form the standards by which all approximate guidance 
schemes are measured. Both s ta te  histories and con- 
trol histories are generated along each reoptimized 
trajectory. 
2) Each guidance scheme to be tested is used to  generate 
control deviation histories and s ta te  deviation histories 
(referenced to the optimal nominal trajectory)- starting 
with each of the chosen s ta te  perturbation y~ectors. 
State deviaticn histories and control deviation hjstories 
are added to the optimal nominal trajectory s ta te  and 
control histories. Then, these results are comprired to  
the nominal s ta te  and ciontrol histories and also 10 the 
state and control histories along the correspondifig re- 
optimized tra j ec to r~ .  
3)  The degree to  whlch the linearizati n affects the sLate 
deviation computation is then checked. This is done 
by numerically integrating the nonlinear equations of 
motion for the vehicle starting with a known s ta te  per- 
tubation vector and using a control history maae up of 
the optimal nominal control his tor i  plus t he  control 
deviation history produced by the guidance method under 
study. This produces a s ta te  history (R) which is the 
actual trajectory which would be flown by the vehicle 
if the control deviations predicted by the guidance 
method under study were implemented. Then, s ta te  
history (R) is compared to (1) the reoptimized s ta te  
history, and to  (2) the s ta te  history predicted by the 
guidance method. The agreement between s ta te  history 
(R) and the s ta te  history from the reoptimized trajec- 
tory is a measure of the quality of the guidance method 
under study. The agreement between s ta te  history (R) 
and the s ta te  history predicted by the guidance method 
is a measure of the effects of the linearization (or 
approximation) processes on +he state prediction com- 
putations. 
4) It  must be realized that al l  ccntrol deviations cannot 
be implemented. For example, i f  very small changes 
in thrusting angles are called for, it may be impossible 
to  carry them out. Thus, othei trajectories can  be ca: - 
culated starting with a given s ta te  perturbation along 
which control deviations are implemented only i f  they  . 
are large enough to  be implemented (i. e. , 6uZgu rnin. ). 
This produces a series of histories (S) which can be 
compared t~ all  of the previously cornputed s ta te  his- 
tones .  These final s ta te  histories are the paths that 
one might expect the vehicle t o  actually fly i f  the com- 
puted control deviations were implemented. 
Presently, various guidance schemes are being com- 
paled a s  explained above. A complex computer program has  
been developed in order t o  efficiently hafidle, store, and 
compare the s ta te  and control histories. The generated data 
are stored s o  that comparisons can  be carried out with tra- 
jectories which are generated later. 
2 .  Research during this period was devoted primarily t o  the 
analysis of orbit determination (OD) errors during planetary 
encounter and to the development of computer programs tc 
evaluate guidance requirements for the Grand Tour mission. 
Numerous simulations of the OD process during Jupiter en- 
counter of a 1977 Grand Tour were made and the results  
plotted on microfilm. From the results obtained, several 
general conclusions can be drawn. 
1) The OD process converges very slowly until about s i x  
days prior to encounter and then much more rapidly. 
The process i s  greatly affected by the nominal trajec- 
tory up-date schedule, For large izitial errors the 
sequential estimator sometimes diverged when the 
nominal trajectory was not up-dated. Results to  date 
indicate t h ~ t  for best results the nominal should be 
up-dated (rectified) after each observation. 
The error in the planetary position bias decreases very 
slowly in a l l  ca:es run, but does not seem t o  affect 
the s ta te  estimation very much. 
The onboard angle measurements are a valuable and 
probably necessary information source. In fact the 
encounter phase can probably be navigated with on- 
board obserdations a s  the  illy information source. 
Another i n  the series of STEP programs was developed 
from STEP IV. The new program (STEP Vj includes a simple 
guidance correction capability, a *~ariable  s tep  integrator, and 
other improvements in  program structure and output format. 
Two guidance options are cub-zently available with STEP V. 
Guidance mode 1 corrects the targeting vector 
[ ( B  R) , ( B  ' T) , (where Te is time of perifocal 
passage) and mode 2 corrects the targeting vector .(The 
- 
vector V, is d e f i n d  US tke vzztor with a magnitude equal 
t o  the hyperbolic excess  velocity and in  the direction of the  
departure asymptote. ) 
An existing IBM 360 program which computes an approx- 
imate (patched conic) Grand Tour trajectory was converted 
and: modified to  compute a heliocentric and planetozentric 
ephemeris for the Grand Tour. The program, designated 
FLYBY, gives us the capability to  generate heliocentric and 
flyby conics which approximate the actual Grand Tour tra- 
jectory. These trajectories are used in the STEP programs 
to  simulatz the OD process. 
A summary of the conclusions obtained in the completed 
studies is being prepared for publication. 
3 .  Effort in studying the n o n - h e a r  stochastic control problem 
was directed at formulating a non-linear s ta te  estimation 
algorithm. Applying Martingale theory and an orthogonal 
projection theorem, a sequential non-linear estimation 
technique which ap?roximates the conditional expectation 
of the state variable given all information up to  the present 
time has  been obtained. At the present time, an effort is 
being mad2 t o  demonstrate that  the sequential estimation 
algorithm can  be reduced to  a noa-linear continuous esti- 
mation technique by a limiting process. 
Proposed Study for Period February 1, 1970 through Jcly 31, 1970 
During the period from January 1, 1970 through June 30, 1970, it is 
proposed that the following studies be conducted: 
1. I t  is proposed that the study of orbit determinatiori accuracies 
for deep-space missions be continued. In puticuler, the de- 
termination of minimum detectable error size will be emphasized 
in order to  correlate the orbit determination process with the 
- 
guidance process. . - 
2. It -is proposed that the conparison of the nodinear guidance 
scheme with the various appmximste guidance schemes be 
continued employing the recently developed amparison criteria. 
The various sub-optimal approximate guidance schemes well be 
compared for accuracy, computation times, ease of i m p l e ~ e n -  
tation, etc. 
3. I t  is proposed 'hat meaningful prototype m i s s i ~ n s  continue to 
be developed in order t o  provide additional mission models for 
evaluation of promising guidance procedures. 
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First Oxier Control for Low-Thrust 
Interplanetary Ve3icles -- W. T. Fowler 
Engineering Mechanics Research Labratory 
The University of Texas ar Austin 
EMRL TR-100; May 1965 
Summary 
A new control scheme based on  the &st varjation of the c d c u l u s  of 
variations end the Weierstrass E-Function is presented. I t  is found that th is  
control scheme is a member of a family of first-order control schemes. In 
general, a memkr  of the control scheme family is characterized by a n  arbi- 
trary wei~htir 'g matrix. The choice of the  arbitrary weighting matrix deter- 
mines the effect!, of the control scheme on the system being controlled. The 
new con t rd  scheme, E -Function con t rd  , provides a criterion for c h ~ o s i n g  
the weighting matrix. 
A numerical comparison of three members of the family of first order 
control schemes is made. Twa of the three control schemes are  characterized 3 
by arbitrarily chosen constant weighting ,i.atrices. The weighting matrix for 
the third control scheme is choserr in  the manr.er prescribed by the E-Function I 3 4 
Control scheme. i 
A general method of predicting the s ta te  of a disturbed system in  1 
,! 
which not a l l  of the s ta te  variables are terminally constrained is introduced. 
This s ta te  predictior. method, used in  conjunction with each control scheme, 1 I 
generates data which is used in the numerical comparison of the control schemes. 
The system model used for the control scheme comparison is a low- 
thrust vehicle moving along a three-dimensional Earth-Max uajectory. A 
reference trajectory is established and then each control scheme is forced to 
cmrect numerically-introduced s ta te  errors. 
It is found that the new control scheme provrdes z o r e  sai isfactory 
control than either of the two conirol s c h e ~ e s  t o  which it i; compared. It 
appears that the new contro! scherre gives the lcw-thrust analog or' the irnpul- 
s ive correction characteristic of optimal high-thrust guidance. 
APPENDIX B 
Optimization of Nonlinear Systems 
with Inequality Constraints -- G. J. Lastman 
Engineering Mechanics Research Laboratory 
The University of Texas a t  Austin 
EMRL TR-1006 October 1966 
Summary 
A nonlinear optimization problem with ineqilality constraints is hrmu- 
lated. Two general types of inequality constraints are examined; one which 
does not (state-variable constraint). It is found that a state-variable con- 
straint can be replaced by an inequality constraint containing the control, in 
addition to  some intermediate boundary conditions. A reformulated nonlinear 
optimization problem with inequality constraints (containing the control) and 
intermediate boundary conditions is then analyzed to  obtain conditions which 
the optiinal trajectory must satisfy. The results obtained are directly appli- 
cable to the guidance problem. Computer algorithms based on a new 
perturbatioil method for inequality-constrained problems are derived. As en 
example, the numerical solution of a nonlinear optimization probkm with 
inequality constraints is presented. The example problem used is a low- 
thwst Earth-Mars transfer trajectory. 
Two general forms of inequality constraints were examined: C(X, U,t), 
which involved the control explicitly, and S(X, t) , the state-variable constraint, 
which did not explicitly involve the control. It was shown that the cont rd  
could be readily determined s o  that the trajectory would not cross a constraint 
boundary of the form C(X,  U , t)  = 0. On a state-variable constraint boundary, 
S(X, t) = 0 ,  the control was chosen t o  satisfy dqs/dtq = 0, where the q-th 
derivative os  F is the first one that explicitly con:ains the control. If the 
control is chosen in this manner, the derivatives dk/d t f .  j 19, must be 
zero at  the point where the tmjectory cnterc .he boundary. Furthermare, the 
derivative dq-ls/dtq-l must be zero a t  the point where the trajectcry leaves 
the  boundary. Thu.5, a state-variable constraint can be reduced to  a con- 
straint of the form C(X, U ,  t) , in  addition t o  some intermediate boundary con- 
ditions. 
A general problem involving inequality constraints, C(X, U , t )  5 0, 
and the intermediate boundary conditions was studied t o  obtain the relation- 
ships which govern its solution. I t  was found that whenever p of the con- 
straints ware simultaneously zero, then p m, where m is the number of 
control variables, Uj . Furthermore, the p x m matrix, aci,/auj, must 
be of full rank for CiK = 0, K = 1,2 , .  . . ; p.  It was found that  the Lagrange 
multiplier, p , which was used in  the analysis,  could be discontinuous a t  
the point where the trajectory entered a state-variable constraint boundary, 
but could be conticuous a t  the point whsre the t ra jec tuy  left the boundary. 
This is a n  extension of the results of Bryson et al. to the case of more than 
one control and more than one state-variable inequality constraint. Differ- 
ential equations for the state X and the multiplier P were oMnined i n  terms 
of the partial derivatives of a variational Harniltonian, H = Q t P ~ F  t M*C. 
The optimum control U and the multiplier M could be determined from a set 
of algebraic equations, in terms of X .  P ar.d t. 
The various conditions which che solution t o  an inequality-constrained 
optimization problem must satisfy were restated in  the form of a two-point 
boundary-value proslem. A new perturbation method for inequality-constrained 
problems was devised to handle the two-point boundary-value problem. This 
method was based on the linearization of the differential equations for X and 
P ,  the optimality conditions giving M and U ,  and the terminal conditions, 
L about a nominal trajectory, then calculating changes ir, the initial conditions 
and the terminal time s o  that the new nominal would more closely satisfy the 
terminal conditions. The resulting computational a l~qr i thm provided a 
rapidly converging procedure ( i f  the initial approximation was "sufficiently 
c lose")  for systsms which are required to satisfy inequality constramts. This 
was demonstrated i n  the numerical experiments. 
A simple tes t  for the existence of points conjugate to the initial t i m e  
t o  was derived. No conjugate point existed on the trajectory i f  a certain 
matrix was positive definite. 
In ar. optimization or open-loop control problem the s ta te  variable 
and the control variables are obtained a s  functions of t ime: X = X(t) and 
U = U(t). The related problem, feedback or closed-loop control, gives the 
control a s  a furiction of the state: U = U(X). Thz major difficulty in  closed- 
locp control is to  determine the entering and exiting corner times. Discus- 
sions of the closed-loop control problem associated with inequality- 
constrained systems appearing in the literature suggest that near the corner 
points one would have to  resort to  open-loop control. A feedback control 
scheme based on the perturbation meihod of Chapter 4, where changes i n  the 
corner times are neglected, w c ~ l d  probably give sufficiently accurate results. 
Further work on this topic is reqaired. 
APPENDIX C 
Lagrange Mul.tipliers for Optimal 
Low-Thrust Earth- Jupiter Transfers -- J. D. Hart 
Engineering Mechanics Research Laboratory 
The University of Texas a t  Austin 
EMRL TR-1033 January 1968 
Summary 
It  is likely that future exploratory probes to the planet Jupiter will be 
powered by constant low-thrust ion engines. A mission of this  type consis ts  
of three phases; 1) a boost phase, 2 )  a low-thrust heliocentric interplane- 
tary transfer phase, and 3) n terminal phase a t  Jupiter. Current near-Earth 
and interplaretary ballistic missions alos require a boost phase and a terminal 
phase, but the intermediate phase is a ballistic coast  in  which the  spacecraft 
expends no fuel. 
A continuously powered spacecraft expends fuel throughout the entire 
m i s s i o ~ .  Thus, it is desirable t o  determine, for any given launch date ,  the 
trajectory that will allow the probe to  reach its destination in  the minimum 
fuel consumption by the low-thrust engine i f  fuel is expended a t  a constant 
rate. Aconstant fuel expenditure rate is assumed in  th i s  study. 
By chocsing a series of launch dates  a t  significantly large intervals, 
i t  is possible t o  study the fuli nonlinear optimal guidance problem while 
simultaneously obtaining a family of low-thrust interplanetary transfers. A 
full non-linear optimal guidance method solves the complete new nonlinear 
trajectory optimizatfm problem which results each time a s ta te  deviation 
occurs. The major advantage of a workable nonlinear guidance scheme is that 
it is not based on a linearization assumption a s  are the linear guidance 
schemes and thus will work for large state d e v i a t i o ~ s  a s  well a s  for small 
s ta te  deviations. 
The nonlinear trajectory optimization problem is first stated in  terms 
of problem In the calculus of variations. This requires the specification of 
a performance index, a governing se t  of differential equations of motion, and 
the applicable boundary conditions. When employing the calculus of varia- 
tions, the boundary conditions and the differential equations of motion are 
adjoined by Lagrange multipliers t o  the performance index. The problem can  
then be reduced to  a two-point boundary-value prohlem by standard methods 
and then a numerical solution can be attempted by any one of several methods 
that are available. 
Before the set of differential equatic'ns can  be integrated, an  initial 
value for each d e p e d e n t  variable along with a terminal time must be speei- 
fied. The initial values of the velociAl and position of the spececraft can 
be easily determined. However, the initial values of the Lagrange multipliers 
and the finai time for the mjssior. must be guessed. IAJhen an iterative scheme 
is employed to  solve the two-point boundary-value problem, the rate of con- 
vergence of the iterations t o  the solution is highly dependent upon the initial 
values given the guessed quantioies. 
In this investigation, initial values for the Lagranye multipliers along 
with the corresponding total mission t i m e s  for Earth-Tupiter optimal trajec- 
tories for a series of launch dates are derermined. The launch dates con- 
sidered l ie  between the years 1982 and 1985. The model used is the helio- 
centric portion of a iow -thrust Earth-Tclpiter transfer. By plotting the initial 
values of the Lagrange multipliers a s  functions of launch date,  curves are 
obtained from which one can  determine the initial values of the multipliers 
for other dates i n  and a r o u ~ d  the period under consideration. 
APPENDIX D 
Failure Analysis of the Methrxl of Adjoint Systems 
to  Determine Optimeil Trajectories -- Pete Salvato , Jr. 
Engineering Mechanics Research Laboratory 
The University cf Texas a t  Austin 
Summary 
Due to  the high degree of nonlmzarity and complexity encountered in  
many madern trajectory optimization problems, there has  been a great need 
for, and consequently, a great upstxge of ifiterest in  the  development and 
applimtion of various numerical optin;ization techniques in  recent years. 
Utilization of the capabilities of high speed digital computers has  resulted 
in  solutions t o  problems which a few short years ago were considered too 
cumbersome or difficult t o  solve. 
Although numerical techniques have been successfully applied in 
solving a wide c l a s s  of optimization problems, occasionally s m e o n e  fails 
to optimize a particular dynamical system by the use of a particular optimi- 
zation technique. This iailure can x c u r  in several ways depending upon the 
technique used and the particular problem, but usually an  investigation of 
the failure is not attempted. As a result,  there is very little information pre- 
sently available in the litarature concerning ways in which numerical opti- 
mization techniques can  fail. in  application to  a)-nemical systems. The need 
for such information is obvious. 
This study analyzes one particular nu,nerical optimization technique 
known a s  the Method of Pdjoint Systems. The Method of Ad joint Systems is 
developed and applied to the solution of the two-point boundary value prablem 
arising from the first necessary conditions for a n  optimal trajectory. A 
specific dynamical system is analyzed and various forms of incorrect problem 
formulation are considered in order to investigate the effects on the Method 
of Ad jolnt Systems. 
The sufficiency cmditiori: for a weak minimum are established and the 
Matrix Riccati Equation is shown to  evolve from the requirement that the 
second variation be positive for a minimum. The effects of a conjugate point 
in the nominal trajectury on the solution of the g u i d a x e  optimization problem 
are established through the solution ot the Matrix Riccati Equation. 
I t  is shown that the Matrix Riccati Eqdation can be solved by reducing 
i t  to two linear systems of differential eqlations,  which in partitioned f~rrt i  
are adjoint to a system of linear differential equations used in  the implemen- 
ition of the computational algorithm of the M e t h d  of Pdfoint Systems. Through 
the propr t ies  of adjoint systems, a relationship is e s t ab l~shed  which indicates 
a connection between a breakdown in the Method of Adjoint Systems due to  'the 
singularity of a matrix which must be inverted and the presence of n conjugate 
point in the nominal trajectory a t  the initial time. 
APPENDIX E 
Comparison of Coordinate S ys terns for Numerical 
Co~nputatim of Optimal Trajectories -- Make McDermott, Jr. 
Engineering Mechanics Research Laboratory 
The University of Texas a t  Austin 
Master's Thesis June 1967 
Summary 
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the problem of 
determirig ~ytimal trajectories for powered space vehicles. In general, the 
formulation of a trajectory optimization problem leads to a system of first 
order, nanlinear , ordinary differential equations which are required to satisfy 
split boundary conditions. This type problem is referred to as a two-point 
boundary-mlue problem. Since analytic solutions for these problems are 
very difficult to obtain, most of the effart in tIris area has been directed to- 
ward obtaining numerical solutions. Several basic algorithms have been 
devised for computing numerical solutions to these two-point boundary d u e  
pmhless , each algorithm havin-r certain hinerent advantages and disadvan- 
tages for a given problem or class of problems. Although singificant progress 
has been made in developing a capability ?o obtain numerical solutions to 
calmplex trajectory pobkms,  there still exists a need to determine which of 
the possibie apprmches is best for a specific problem. 
InvestigaZions have been made which seek to determine which alyo- 
rithms me best for computing numerical solutions for various classes of 
problems. A second factor which must be considered in seeking the best 
approach to a specific -rc~iern is the cordinate system used to describe the 
trajectory. The algebraic form of the twc-point boundary-value problem 
which must be solved is determined by ths choice of coordinate system. Hence, 
the choice of a coordinate system will influence: 
1. the difficulty of the analytical effort required to formulate the 
two-point boundary-value problem, 
2. the work required to implement the partictilar algorithm chosen, 
3. the computer ' ime required t~ obtain a numerical solutions, and 
4. the accuracy of the numerical solution obtained. 
Also, for particularly difficult problems, success or failure in obtaining a 
numerical solution can depend on the choice of the coordinate system. 
This s t a y  compares two sets of variables commonly used for computing 
solutions to near-planetary trajectory cptimization problems. The variables 
considered are plane polar coordinates and a set of modifid Ketplerian orbital 
elements. The comparison is made by studying low-thrust pianetary escape 
trajectories. 
In the comparison, the optimal planetary escape sprial problem is 
formulated in the two coordinate systems, thus obtaining two algebraically 
different boundary-valce problems. It is emphasized that although the 
boundary -value problems in the two coordinate systemrare quite d ifferant in 
form, they are both mathematical models for the same physical optimal tra- 
jectory. Then, a d i ~ i t a l  computer is used to  solve each of the two boundary- 
vdue  problems using the same numerical alqorithm. Finally, a series of 
physiczlly equivalent optimal trajectaries is computed in each of the coordinate 
sys:ems and t!e results of these computations are compared. 
By comparing the solutions obtained in the rwo coordinate systems 
with respect to the four factors listed previously (I. e. , difficulty ot  problem 
fornulation, work required to implement the algorithm, computer t ime required, 
and accuracy of results) an attempt is made to  determine which of the two 
coordinate systems is beat for computing numerical solutions to this class of 
problems. 
The differential equations which govern the state variables and Lagrange 
multipliers are not difficult to formulate in either of th.? two coordinate systems. 
However, the functional forms of- the derivatives of these variableb are con- 
siderably more complicated in the orbital element system than the correspond- 
ing functions in the polar coordinate system. This difference in length makes 
the programming more tedious in orbital elerllents and undoubtedly accounts 
for the greater computing tlme required for forward inte~ration of the orbital 
elements. The most striking difference occurs in formulating and p:ogramming 
the equations for the backward integraticn of the adjoint variables. The 
differential equations xhich govern thz adjoint variables are much nore diffi- 
cu1.t to formulate in the orbital element system, and the functional forms of 
the derivatives of these variables are much more complicated. As a result, 
the computer subrcutine which evaluates the derivatitw of the adjoint 
variables in orbital elements is approximately five Jmes longer than the 
equivalent subroutine in polar coordinates. 
Thus,  it is seen that the optimization problem is easier to formulate 
and program i n  the polar coordinate system. 
It was found that for any given step size, the comgtrting time for a 
single forward integration or for a single backward integration is always less 
in polar coordinates than in orbital elements. This results from the fa& 
that the functional forms of the derivatives are leas complicated in polar co- 
ordinates than 5n orbital elements. (In any numerical integration orocedure , 
mast of the computer time is spent evaluating these derivatives). 
By variation of the integration step size, it was found that for small 
step sizes the polar coordinates require much less total computing time than 
orbital elements. However, a s  the btep size is increased, t b  number of 
iterations required to converge to the cptimal trajectory increases much more 
rapidly with polar coordinates than with orbital elements. The drastic 
increase in the number of iterations requfred is believed to be caused by a 
rapid detericrration of the accuracy of the numerical integration in polar co- 
ordinates a s  the step size is increased. 
Despite the increase in total cr.mputing t h e  for large step sized in 
.polar coordinates, the smallest total computing time for each case studied 
is achieved by using polar coordinates and a-relatively small step size rather 
than orbital elements and a larger step size. The minirum computing times 
i n  two of the cases studied are achieved oy using polar coordinates and a 
step size of approximately 500 seconds. For this step size the numerical 
integration shauld ix; te accurate. 
A coxpiate ;tiray o: this problem would have to consider other 
choices of the orbital element variables, computations for lower thrust 
levels, and a more systematic comwrison of the accuracy of the computations. 
However, on the bases of the factors considered here -- the ease of famu- 
latinj and programming the optimization problem and the computer time re- 
quired t~ compute a given optimal trajectory -- polar coordinates are a more 
favored coordinate system than orbital elements. 
APPENDIX F 
Numerical Error Comparisons for Integration of Fear- 
Earth Orbits in Various Coordinate Systems -- 0. A. Schwauscn 
Engingaring Mechanics Research Laboratory 
The University of Texas at Austin 
EMRL 10% January i968 
In order to  accurately predict the state (i. e. , position and velocity) 
of an  interplanetary vehicle or of a near-Earth satellite, the equations govern- 
ing the vehicle's motion must be Integrated numerically because the pertur- 
bations producea by thrust, drag, the gravitational effects of the planets, and 
other factors preclude the finding of a closed form solution. Generally, the 
integrated s tates  differ from the actual states because of numerical error, and 
these differences (state deviations or errors) increase with time. The sizes 
of the state deviations are influenced by the cmrdinate system in which the 
equations of motian are expressed. Since two-body effects dominate the 
. 
vehicle's motion and since a closed fom. solution to the two-body problem is 
available, a n  analysis of how two-body motion is affected by different co- 
ordinate systems would provide some indication as to how the more complicated 
perturbed motion is affected by coordinate system choice. 
This investigation determines the influence which the choice of co- 
ordinate systems has upon the numerical error growth in the states for two- 
body motion. This is accomplished by numerically integrating the equations 
of motion for each coordinate system under investigation. At specified time 
intervals an error check is made by transforming the respective position and 
velocity vectors to a reference coordinate system. Then a comparison of the 
integrated state to a reference state generated using the known closed form 
solution to the two-body problem is made. In this manner the relative state 
errors for each system can be obtained, and respective error norms computed.. 
By varying the integration step size and the orbit shape, the error ~orms are 
analyzed in order to determine the sensitivity of the relative error magnitudes 
to step size, orbit shape and coordinate system choice. 
In the study, five coordinate systems (Rectangalar, Spherical, Circu- 
lar Cylindrical, and tws forms of Elliptic Cylindrical coordinates) are com- 
pared in order to  determine their efficiency for numerical integration of orbi- 
ta l  equations. These five coordinate systems were chosen from numerous 
coordinate systems considered in a preliminary screening process. 
Optimal Stmhastic Control Theory 
Applied to  Interplanetary Guidance -- J. F. J;rdon 
Engineering Mechanics Research Laboratory 
The University of Texas a t  h a t i n  
EMRL TR-1004 August ; :I .6 
Summary 
In the investigation presented here, the problem of the optimal control 
of a nonlinear dynamic system in the presence of noise is studied. In parti- 
cular, the investigation is concerned with continuous autocorrelated noise 
which perturbs the controls of the dynamic system. 
A study is made of the effects of noise in the controls on an optimal 
deterministic trajectory. The effects are illustrated for a simulated study of 
a low-thrus t spacecraft on a minimum time Earth-to-Mars transfer trajectory. 
The characteristics of the effects of the noise illustrated in the study indicate 
the necessity for developing an  optimal stochastic control. The control pro- 
cedure developed in the investigation is a nonrandom function of time, based 
on a ~ r i o r i  knowledge of the statistical behavior of the noise process, and is 
designed to  anticipate the expected effects of the noise a n  the dynamic 
system. A stochastic calculus of variations approach is employed formally 
to  determine the ccntrol proceduie for the stochastic system. The control 
essentially guides the expected value of the state to meet the terminal con- 
ditions, while extremizing the expected value of the original deterministic 
performance index functional. The behavior of the control procedure is studied 
for a simulated interplanetary transfer problem. 
The results of the study indicate the necessity for presenting a scheme 
which will correct the control program, on the basis of information gained 
during the controlling interval, s o  that the actual state comes closer to satis- 
flying the terminal constraints, while preserving the optimal nature of the 
c o ~ t r o l  program. A method is presented for replacing the mean values of the 
s ta te  components and the Lagrange multipliers, with which then a ~ r i o r i  con- 
trol is computed, with conditional mean values of these quantities based on 
the values of state observations. The scheme is applied to the interplanetary 
transfer problem for the case where range-rate observations are taken a t  
discrete instances of time. 
From the study reported in Refercnce 14 of the effects of noise on s 
nonlinear dynamic sys  tem , the following conclusions can  be drawn: 
1. Both the theory and the numerical studies of the interplanetary 
problem show that the occurrence of noise in  a nonlinear dynamic system 
implies an  ensemble of stochastic trajectories. The analysis shows that the 
mean of the ensemble differs from the deterministic trajectory. 
2. In general .he standard deviations of the s ta te  components increase 
with time indefinitely. However, the nonlinearity of the system and the optimal 
nature oi the control strongly influence the values of the standard deviations. 
3. The s ta t is t ics  of the ensemble of trajectories are highly dependent 
on both the variance and the conreletion time associated with the perturbing 
noise. In general, the mean state deviations from the deterministic trajectory 
and the standard deviations both increase with increasing noise variance and/ 
or increasing noise correlation time. 
4. The result of the numerizal studies on the interplanetary transfer 
problem show that the statistics of the ensemble of trajectories for the c a s e  
in which noise occurs in the thrust magnitude and for the  case in which noise 
occurs in the thrust dimction are quite different. 
Study of the application of the optimal stochastic control t o  the inter- 
planetary transfer problem has  led to  t h e  following conclusions: 
1. In the ca se  of the interplanetary transfer problem the difference 
between the a sriori optimal stochastic control and the optimal deterministic 
control is small in comparison with the perturbing noise. It should be noted 
that th is  may not be the ca se  for highly nonlinear dynamic systems. 
2. In the ca se  of the interplanetary transfer problem, the implemen- 
tation of an optimai stochastic control which is based only on a n  a wiori 
knowledge of the s ta t is t ics  of the perturbing noise does not appreciably re- 
duce the standard deviations of the s ta te  components a t  the final time. For 
this reason, i t  c an  be concluded that the control must be updated throughout 
the controlling interval i f  the terminal s ta te  is to satisfy approximately the 
terminal constraints. 
APPENDIX H 
A Modified Perturbation Method for Determining 
Minimum-Fuel Low-Thrust Earth-Jupiter Trajectories -- P. M. O'NeiU 
Applied Mechanics Research Laboratory 
The University of Texas a t  Austin 
AMRL TR-1003 June 1969 
The problem of determining the minimum fuel path that a low-thrust 
vehicle should fly in transferring a scientific package to  the planet Jupiter has 
been investigated. A performance index was used that considered a linear 
combination of the fuel requirement and the flight time. A calculus of varia- 
tions approach to the problem led to a two point boundary value problem that 
could not be solved by standard methods due to  a discontinuity in the mass 
flow rate control. Necessary conditions obtained from the calculus of 
variations require the vehicle tc coast during portions of the flight. 
For the cases  in which the optimal b j e c t o r y  requires at most one 
coast period, a modified perturbation method was developed that is well 
suited for solving the two point boundary value problem. This method employs 
a unique method of handling the optimization of the coast arc which will 
likely be useful for guidance along trajectories containing coast arcs. First, 
two unknown switching times, tl and t2 , are guessed in addition to  the 
unknown initial conditions. The vehicle wi?! coast during the interval [tl  , t2]. 
The switching function r(Z) is monitcred during each iterate but is not used 
to control the switching on and off of the engine during a given iterate. The 
I' (t) history for one iterate is used to  shift the time interval [ t l  , t2] for the 
next iterate in a manner to  be described below. The ultimate goal is to  choose 
t 1 and tZ SO that the two conditions, r (t l )  = 0 and r (tZ) = 0 , are satis-  
fied. Optimal trajectories for the November 15. 0, 1983 launch date are pre- 
sented for performance indices that consider various linear combinations of the 
fuel rsquirement and the flight time. 
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